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Weisenfeld, John C

Subject: FW: Garth looked at it. Ready for alpha/beta testing.

From: Ed  
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 3:44 PM 
To: Weisenfeld, John C 
Cc: Garth (home); Garth; Petty, Jeff M 
Subject: Re: Garth looked at it. Ready for alpha/beta testing. 
 
John -  
THIS IS AWESOME!!! Definitely the wave of the transcript future (hopefully the present ;) 
The one issue that I see with it is the limited space for Running Start classes; Garth and I were kicking around a 
few ideas about that - do we just give in and go to three pages, or do we have a separate transcript for students 
with a lot of running start classes where we take out some of the spaces underneath each Learning Goal section? 
We calculated that the most classes someone could take is 18. The most anyone this year will take is StudentD - 
all total he will have about 12ish depending on what he chooses to take.  
The lack of bullets is not ideal, but certainly there are ways around that with dashes etc.  
This is super exciting!!! Would love to be a part these and any other conversations re the new kick *** 
transcript ;) 
Jeff - Shall I give it a whirl with StudentS's transcript? - I just started drafting his when Garth told me to check 
my e mail.  
Ed 

On Mon, Dec 12, 2011 at 3:12 PM, Weisenfeld, John C <John.Weisenfeld@highlineschools.org> wrote: 

https://acrobat.com/#d=frW*zBR5P9v-iziPBO6k2A 

  

This is a PDF version of the transcript. 

John 

 
--  
Many Thanks, 
 
T. Edwin Kessler 
Highline Big Picture Advisor 
206-293-5669 
www.bpadvisory.wordpress.com 
 
New Campus: 440 South 186th Street Burien, WA 98148 
 
"Music serves a grand function in this crazy old world, and all of us, in  
one way or another, are singers. Let your song fly. The rest of us need it." 
                            - Kelly Joe Phelps 


